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Create High Quality Land Maps Quickly and Easily
Bring together the information required to make informed
land decisions with powerful searches and data.

Quality Base Mapping
MapQ enables you to create high quality, informative
maps in a fraction of the time typically required with
other general mapping packages. MapQ is easy to use
and easy to update, simplifying workflows and enabling
rapid creation of detailed and informative maps.

Powerful and Easy to Use
MapQ provides you with powerful search and display options to create war room sized maps
that help highlight pertinent information. Create and execute complex land searches in both
public and proprietary land sets and view multi-zonal land parcels in a format that is easy to
understand. Map element properties are controlled so that displays are consistent and readable.

Combines Data for Land
Decisions
MapQ leverages public data and the query capabilities
of proprietary land systems to produce effective maps.
Combine all the data needed to make land decisions in
an open system, enabling clients to use their preferred
data vendor for public data and utilize proprietary land
and seismic data within the data selection and map
display.
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Create High QualityMapQ
Land
Maps
Quickly
and
Easily
is a batch
basemapping
application
that enables
you to produce high quality industry maps
with a few clicks of the mouse.

Bring together the information required to make informed
land decisions with powerful searches and data.

MapQ quickly generates detailed views of land data - with no training required.

MapQ is easy to use and easy to update, simplifying workflows and enabling rapid creation of detailed
and informative maps.

Quality Base Mapping
The MapQ Advantage
BENEFITS

Learn more and to
Request a Demo
www.getmapq.com

EASY

MapQ enables you to create high quality, informative
maps in a fraction of the time typically required with
other general mapping packages. MapQ is easy to use
and easy to update, simplifying workflows and enabling
rapid creation of detailed and informative maps.
FEATURES




Streamlined workflows
Straightforward options and intelligent defaults
One-click land sale update

Powerful and EasytoGenerate
Use content-rich maps quickly

MapQ provides you with powerful search and display options to create war room sized maps
 Highlight agreements and generate reports
POWERFUL
that help highlight pertinent information. Create and execute complex land searches in both
 Overposting options help create clean readable maps
public and proprietary land sets and view multi-zonal land parcels in a format that is easy to
 Zonal right search on proprietary land
understand. Map element properties are controlled so that displays are consistent and readable.

DATA RICH

 Connects to all major land management systems
 Leverage existing company data sets
 View trade and proprietary seismic lines
 View full content Well Tickets via EnerGISite

Combines Data for Land
Decisions

MapQ leverages public data and the query capabilities
of proprietary land systems to produce effective maps.
Combine all the data needed to make land decisions in
an open system, enabling clients to use their preferred
data vendor for public data and utilize proprietary land
Pricing,
Walkthrough Demos and Free Trials.
and seismic data within the data selection and map
display.
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